As organizations increase their reliance on devices, proper device deployment and management is a must. CDW’s Modern Workspace Management team works with your organization to assess and understand your current device deployment processes, uncover potential gaps and work to transform your configuration, integration and deployment services experience.

During the Deployment pillar, we source devices that are plug-and-play out of the box, configured and enrolled so your organization is always prepared.

The Modern Workspace Management Deployment pillar can help you address:

**Cost**
- Device enrollment and activation through programs from Apple, Google or Microsoft ensure devices are ready when they reach your team.
- Configuration services allow you to procure and ship ready-to-use devices to end users.
- Expedited solution delivery and deployment consultation helps you create custom kits, complete with instructions for each device.
- Mobile device deployment planning services allow you to select devices, create deployment schedules, enroll devices and activate upon shipment.
- Secure domain connection establishes secure VPN connections to your corporate networks to streamline the device connection process.

**Risk**
- Electronic data exchange and application programming interfaces enable you to automate and simplify the entire lifecycle of an order through your own enterprise resource planning system.
- Asset tagging lets you tag and track devices and integrate with help desk or asset management databases.
- Laser etching improves asset tracking and device security while branding devices.
- Asset management, tracking and labeling classifies assets that require formal tracking and develops a process to tag, etch and report on assets.

**Experience**
- White-glove delivery and operational services tailor the staging and delivery process for each order.
- Imaging services enable you to maintain a standard operating system across your devices.
- Custom packaging helps you manage device refreshes, transitions and deployments.
- Secure smart-hand services identify the appropriate onsite resources to complete specialized IT services associated with your device integration.

**Why CDW?**

CDW’s Modern Workspace Management team takes a pillared approach to help you create the right deployment strategy for your devices. The second pillar in the Modern Workspace Management framework, Deployment, enables you to deploy devices more efficiently while controlling cost, managing risk and prioritizing the user experience.

Our team can assist your organization with hardware configuration, installation and de-installation to ensure the technology best serves your needs and helps drive desired outcomes. From provisioning to delivery, we aim to support your unique deployment process.

Learn how the Modern Workspace Management team can help you by emailing MWM@CDW.com